entropy Article Closing the Door on Quantum Nonlocality Marian Kupczynski Département d'informatique et d'ingénierie, Université du Québec en Outaouais, Case postale 1250, succursale Hull, Gatineau, QC J8X 3X7, Canada; marian.kupczynski@uqo.ca; Tel.: +1-819-777-4493 Received: 11 September 2018; Accepted: 8 November 2018; Published: 15 November 2018  Abstract: Bell-type inequalities are proven using oversimplified probabilistic models and/or counterfactual definiteness (CFD). If setting-dependent variables describing measuring instruments are correctly introduced, none of these inequalities may be proven. In spite of this, a belief in a mysterious quantum nonlocality is not fading. Computer simulations of Bell tests allow people to study the different ways in which the experimental data might have been created. They also allow for the generation of various counterfactual experiments' outcomes, such as repeated or simultaneous measurements performed in different settings on the same "photon-pair", and so forth. They allow for the reinforcing or relaxing of CFD compliance and/or for studying the impact of various "photon identification procedures", mimicking those used in real experiments. Data samples consistent with quantum predictions may be generated by using a specific setting-dependent identification procedure. It reflects the active role of instruments during the measurement process. Each of the setting-dependent data samples are consistent with specific setting-dependent probabilistic models which may not be deduced using non-contextual local realistic or stochastic hidden variables. In this paper, we will be discussing the results of these simulations. Since the data samples are generated in a locally causal way, these simulations provide additional strong arguments for closing the door on quantum nonlocality. Keywords: Bell-inequalities; quantum nonlocality; computer simulations of Bell tests; local causality; contextuality loophole; photon identification loophole 1. Introduction In classical physics, we are used to thinking that physical observables characterizing a certain state of a physical system have definite values, even if they are not measured. This assumption is sometimes called counterfactual definiteness (CFD). When we look at a table, we may define its different attributes: its size, dimensions, weight, the type of material it is made of, and so forth. It is natural to think that definite values of these attributes do exist, even if we do not measure them, and that by making more and more precise measurements we may estimate these definite values with arbitrary precision. Even in classical physics, many of these attributes are relative to their experimental context, such as temperature, a place on the Earth, ambient light, and so forth. Nevertheless, we may still believe that the attributes have definite values in each particular fixed environmental context. According to CFD, we may describe ensembles of physical systems using joint probability distributions of several physical variables, even if we do not measure them. CFD was applied with success in statistical mechanics, but failed to explain the motion of electrons in atoms and in many other quantum phenomena. According to quantum mechanics (QM), as Peres stated, unperformed experiments have no results [1]. In QM, outcomes of measurements are produced and recorded after the interaction of measuring instruments with physical systems in well-defined experimental contexts [2,3]. The measurements of incompatible quantum observables require mutually exclusive experimental set-ups. A joint probability distribution of the outcomes of these measurements does not exist, Entropy 2018, 20, 877; doi:10.3390/e20110877 www.mdpi.com/journal/entropy Entropy 2018, 20, 877 2 of 17 and probabilistic models using such counterfactual distributions fail to describe the outcomes of these measurements. The measurements of incompatible observables provide only complementary contextual information about studied physical systems. One may say that the classical filters are selectors of pre-existing properties, in contrast to quantum filters which are creators of contextual properties. In mathematical language, the lattices of classical and quantum filters are incompatible [4–7]. QM predicts strong correlations between outcomes of spin polarization measurements in an idealized EPRB experiment, performed on "photon pairs" prepared in a singlet state [8,9]. Several spin polarization correlation experiments (SPCE) have been performed in order to verify and confirm these predictions [10–15]. In twin-photon beam experiments, Alice and Bob may choose two settings for their respective polarization beam splitters (PBS) and study correlations between clicks detected on their detectors. Since only one pair of settings may be used at a given time, the results will form four samples coming from four, mutually exclusive, random experiments. In 1964, John Stewart Bell constructed a local realistic hidden-variable model (LRHVM) in which the clicks on detectors were completely determined by some hidden variables describing each pair of photons prepared in the spin singlet state. LRHVM is CFD-compliant because the outcomes of all spin measurements are predetermined before the actual measurements are done. Using a unique parameter space and a joint probability distribution, to describe four mutually exclusive random experiments, he proved his famous inequalities and showed that according to QM they should be violated for some experimental settings [16,17]. For LRHVM, one does not assume that various spin projections may be measured simultaneously, in all directions, on a given "photon pair"; one only assumes that there exists a probability distribution of some hidden variables from which all probabilistic predictions for feasible pairs of experiments may be deduced. Local realistic hidden-variable models are isomorphic to particular Kolmogorov models using the joint probability distributions of all possible values of spin projections [18–21]. Similar inequalities were derived using the stochastic hidden variable model (SHVM) in which the experimental outcomes are produced in independent random experiments run at distant locations [17,22]. Idealized EPRB experiments cannot be realized in the laboratory; since we cannot follow "entangled photon pairs" from the moment when they are produced to the moment when they arrive to the detectors. We may only record the clicks on distant detectors and the time of their registration. To compare experimental outcomes with quantum predictions, one has to identify which clicks correspond to the "twin-photon pairs" we are interested in. These experimental uncertainties are known as: time-coincidence, detection, fair-sampling, or photon identification loopholes [23–29]. The final post-selected data samples in real experiments strongly depend on the photon identification procedures used. Setting-dependent post-selection is also a source of the apparent violation of Einsteinian no-signaling reported in the literature [30]. Various Bell-type inequalities are violated by quantum predictions and by experimental data [10–15]. In spite of several claims that all the loopholes have been closed, according to recent experiments, we share the opinion that it is impossible to perform a completely loophole-free Bell experiment [28,29]. However, at the same time, we have no doubt that the violation of various Bell-type inequalities has been confirmed, and that in fact, no more Bell experiments are needed. The violation of inequalities is not surprising. It was pointed out by several authors [7,18–21,28–73], whereby the list of references is by no means complete, that all these inequalities are proven using CFD and/or oversimplified probabilistic models which are inconsistent with the experimental protocols used in SPCE. A detailed discussion of the intimate relationship between experimental protocols and probabilistic models may be found, for example, in [7,30,63]. Bell believed that LRHVM and SHVM were the only possible local descriptions of EPRB; thus, the violation of his inequalities would mean that QM violates Einsteinian locality. In [3] he gave his first definition of quantum nonlocality: "In a theory in which parameters are added to quantum mechanics to determine the results of individual measurements, without changing the statistical predictions, there Entropy 2018, 20, 877 3 of 17 must be a mechanism whereby the setting of one measurement device can influence the reading of another instrument, however remote. Moreover, the signal involved must propagate instantaneously, so that such a theory could not be Lorentz invariant." When the violation of Bell and CHSH inequalities was confirmed in SPCE, he concluded that a causally local explanation of quantum correlations was impossible, and that Nature was non-local. Let me provide a simple explanation on why and how a possibility of the violation of Einsteinian locality is discussed in the context of an idealized EPRB experiment. Let us assume that Harry prepares "photon pairs" in a spin-singlet state, and sends one photon to Alice and another photon to Bob. After passing by respective PBSs, chosen in a particular pair of settings, the photons produce clicks on one of two detectors placed behind both Alice's and Bob's PBSs, respectively. The clicks are interpreted as the detections of photons either "spinning up" or "spinning down" in a direction determined by the settings of PBSs, and observed events are coded by ±1. According to QM, clicks are produced in a perfectly random way, with a 50% chance of getting "+1" and "−1", respectively. "Twin photons" do not know which setting will be chosen when travelling to Alice and Bob. Now, according to some interpretations of EPRB experiment, for some settings, if Alice registers "+1", then Bob always registers "−1", and vice versa. A new law of Nature responsible for the existence of perfect correlations between outcomes of distant random experiments is called quantum nonlocality. Two photons are often compared to two fair dice in distant locations, which, in each throw, produce perfectly matching outcomes. By definition of randomness, perfectly random outcomes cannot always match perfectly. This means that some spooky instantaneous influences exist between distant dices, which are forbidden by Einstein's locality. Since experimental settings may only be defined by small spherical angles, QM does not predict strict anti-correlations between Alice's and Bob's outcomes [54,56] even for idealized EPRB experiments. As mentioned above, in real SPCE experiments, the situation is much more complicated and observed correlations may be explained without violating causal locality [30,63]. LRHVM and SHVM failed to explain quantum correlations because they are inconsistent with the contextual character of quantum observables. In LRHVM, twin photons are described as if they were a pair of Bertelsmann's socks [7,17], characterized by different sizes, matching colors, and tissues. Harry prepares a mixed statistical ensemble of these pairs of socks, sending one sock to Alice and another sock to Bob. Alice and Bob register their properties and code their results by "+1" and "−1". The outcomes are predetermined, and a measurement process is passive (CFD). A standard joint probability distribution, describing the ensemble of socks prepared by Harry, may be used to deduce all pair-wise correlations of interest. LRHVM is able to describe perfect correlations, but these correlations may not violate Bell-inequalities. In SPCE, we do not see "pairs of photons" produced by a source. For each pair of settings, we record only "±1" outcomes which correspond to the clicks produced by these invisible photons after their interaction with PBSs and detectors. In contrast to the socks, these outcomes "±1" are not attributes of invisible photons. For each setting the statistical scatter of recorded "±1" can be described by its own specific probabilistic model. For four pairs of settings we have four probabilistic models consistent with predictions of QM, which may not be obtained as marginal probability distributions from some joint probability distributions of quadruples (±1, ±1, ±1, ±1), which does not exist. The existence of such a joint probability distribution is necessary in order to prove Bell-type inequalities. In SHVM, "twin photon pairs" are described as a pair of dice. For each pair of settings, Harry prepares setting-dependent pairs of dice, sending one dice to Alice and another to Bob. Alice and Bob throw their dice several times, estimating the probabilities of possible outcomes. This experimental protocol is impossible to implement for pairs of photons, and is inconsistent with the experimental protocol used in SPCE. Moreover, for SHVM, one may always construct a joint probability distribution describing all these experiments. LRHVM fails because it does not include supplementary-setting dependent variables which describe measuring instruments. As Theo Nieuwenhuizen said, the contextuality loophole is fatal for the Entropy 2018, 20, 877 4 of 17 derivation of Bell inequalities [65–67]. If such parameters are correctly incorporated in probabilistic models, quantum correlations may be explained in a locally causal way [30,63]. SHVM fails because if the clicks are produced in a random way, then a memory of the correlations between the photons, created by a source, is destroyed. Some nontrivial correlations may also exist when the mixed-ensemble of pairs of dice is used by Harry, but they may never violate Bell-type inequalities [60]. A notion of quantum nonlocality is often associated with the notion of perfect nonlocal randomness. Randomness is a subtle notion, which is discussed in detail, for example, in [42,52]. When we flip a fair coin, we say that heads or tails appear at random with a probability of 50%. However, if we knew what the initial conditions were, we could, in principle, predict the outcome. This is called imperfect classical randomness. It is often believed that a true randomness is a quantum intrinsic randomness according to which quantum phenomena can produce perfectly random events that may not be explained using classical randomness. In statistics, we deal with many random experiments. To verify whether outcomes appear randomly, one has to perform several randomness tests. Please note, however, that the digits which appear in the decimal development of the number π pass, with success, all the tests of randomness, while at the same time being strictly determined. Einstein believed that quantum probabilities were not intrinsic and that they should emerge from some underlying, more detailed theory of natural phenomena. The failure of SHVM to explain quantum correlations may be perhaps indication that he was right. A more detailed discussion of LRHVM and SHVM may be found in [7]. LRHVM and SHVM may be simulated in computer experiments. For several years, Hans de Raedt, Kristel Michielsen, and collaborators [74–81] have simulated several quantum experiments, event-by-event and in a locally causal way, including EPRB. In this paper, we focus our discussion on recent papers [29,80,81]. We explain the probabilistic meaning of their algorithms and their results in a simple and concise way. The authors, using algorithms consistent with LRHV or with SHVM, simulate outcomes of real experiments. Estimated correlations using raw data are not consistent with quantum predictions for EPRB. The agreement with QM is obtained using specific setting-dependent photon identification procedures, mimicking those applied in real experiments, and are used to extract final experimental samples. In contrast to real experiments, the authors may also generate computer outputs for counterfactual experiments; such as instantaneous measurements performed in all the different settings, for successive correlated "photon pairs". The authors prove that the correlations between distant clicks, estimated using the raw data from these counterfactual computer experiments, satisfy exactly all the Bell-type inequalities for any finite sample. It does not matter whether the outcomes are predetermined or not. What matters is the existence of some joint probability distribution of counterfactual outcomes (where each equal "±1"). This provides explicit proof that Bell-type inequalities hold only if the correlations may be deduced from the data drawn from a statistical population described by a joint probability distribution of all possible outcomes. Such a joint probability distribution does not exist for SPCE. Many years ago, George Boole derived similar inequalities. Therefore, Bell inequalities should perhaps be called Boole-Bell inequalities [46,50,70,71]. Since computer simulations are explicitly causally local, they close the door on speculations about mysterious quantum nonlocality, which is believed to be responsible for the correlations between distant outcomes studied in SPCE. This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the results of the papers [80,81], in which outcomes are generated using an algorithm consistent with LRHVM, and "photon pairs" are identified using setting-dependent registration times. Entropy 2018, 20, 877 5 of 17 In Section 3, we discuss the results of the paper [29], in which outcomes are generated using an algorithm consistent with SHVM and "photons" are locally identified using voltage traces, compared with some detection thresholds. In Section 4, we discuss the effect of post-selections on the properties of extracted samples. In Section 5, we explain what we mean by saying that QM is a contextual theory, and we clarify the definition of the contextuality loophole. In Section 6, we discuss how computer simulations may contribute to testing whether QM theory is predictably complete (able to explain all properties of experimental data). Section 7 contains several conclusions. 2. Computer Simulation Experiments Using Registration Time Delays As we mentioned in the introduction, according to CFD, a "photon pair" in SPCE is described before a measurement by predetermined values of spin projections in all directions In CFD-compliant LRHVM, joint probability distribution on a unique-probability space is used to deduce the correlations between spin projections for different pairs of settings used in SPCE. In their computer experiments [80,81], Hans de Raedt, Kristel Michielsen, and Karl Hess generated, for each member of a "photon pair", measurement outcomes and time delays of their registration. At first, time delays were not taken into consideration. All outputted outcomes were used to estimate the correlations between clicks in "distant laboratories" and to verify the validity of CHSH inequality [82,83].Subsequently, using outputted time delays and their differences, correlated "photon pairs" were identified, as in real experiments [11], and post-selected data samples were consistent with the predictions of QM for EPRB. The authors used the following CFD-compliant algorithm. A "photon pair" entering observation stations was represented by (φ, φ + π/2, r1, r2). A polarizer was described by (a, T), where T is a fixed parameter related to a time unit and a is an angle of a chosen setting. The two lines below explain how an outcome x and a time delay t* are calculated, for each "photon" passing by a polarizer: compute c = cos [2(a − φ)]; s = sin [2(a − φ)] (1) set x = sign(c); t* = r*T*s2 (2) where φ is randomly drawn from [0, 2π], and r from [0, 1]. Please note that outcomes x do not depend on the parameters r; thus, these parameters could be assigned not to the incoming "photon pairs" but to the observation stations. Such an interpretation is adopted in the paper [29], which we discuss in the next section. Two different protocols are used to generate data samples. We call them Protocol 1 (implementable) and Protocol 2 (counterfactual). • Protocol 1 is consistent with a realizable protocol in SPCE. Outcomes for any pair of settings are generated, at each time, for a different "photon pair". Thus, four pseudo-random time series of data for four different pairs of settings are generated: (x1(t), x2(t), t∗1(t), t ∗ 2(t)) = G(φ1(t), φ2(t), r1(t), r2(t), a1(t), a2(t)) (3) where t = 1, . . . , 4N and (a1(t), a2(t)) = ( a1, a2) for t = 1, . . . , N; (a1(t), a2(t)) = (a1, a'2) for t = N + 1, . . . , 2N; (a1(t), a2(t)) =( a'1, a2) for t = 2N + 1, . . . , 3N; (a1(t), a2(t)) = (a'1, a'2) for t = 3N + 1, . . . , 4N. • Protocol 2 is impossible to implement in SPCE and is forbidden by QM. For each "photon pair" predetermined outcomes and time delays, for all available settings, are outputted. A generated pseudo-random time series is: (x1(t), x′1(t), x2(t), x′2(t), t∗1(t), t ′∗ 1(t), t ∗ 2(t), t ′∗ 2(t)) = G1(φ1(t), φ2(t), r1(t), r2(t), a1, a ′ 1, a2, a′2) (4) Entropy 2018, 20, 877 6 of 17 where t = 1, . . . , 4N. The authors used a different definition of CFD [29,80,81]. According to their definition, Protocol 1 is CFD non-compliant and Protocol 2 is CFD-compliant. According to our definition, we call a protocol CFD–compliant if, and only if, it generates outcomes which are predetermined by the parameters describing a "photon-pair". In [84], Richard Gill studied the impact of CFD-compliance on samples which were created in an idealized SPCE experiment with random choices of settings. He defined a 4 × 4N counterfactual spreadsheet. Each line of this spreadsheet describes each incoming "photon pair" by predetermined values "±1" of spin projections for four settings (a, a', b, b') used in SPCE. If no constraints are imposed, one can have only 16 different lines in the spreadsheet which are permuted randomly, depending on a sequence of "photon pairs" arriving to detectors. In SPCE, pairs of settings are chosen randomly and only the results for one pair of settings can be observed for each incoming pair. Gill constructs experimental samples by choosing, from each line of the spreadsheet, two outcomes corresponding to randomly chosen settings. Finite samples, created following this protocol, may not violate CHSH inequality as significantly as it was predicted by QM, and Gill makes a conjecture: Pr ( 〈AB〉obs + 〈 AB′ 〉 obs + 〈 A′B 〉 obs − 〈 A′B′ 〉 obs ≥ 2 ) ≤ 1 2 (5) where <AB>obs, <AB'>obs, <A'B>obs, and<A'B'>obs are the correlations for the different pairs of settings estimated using the counterfactual spreadsheet 4 × 4N, if N tends to infinity. Samples containing outcomes x1, x'1, x2, and x'2, created using Equation (1)–(4), have the same properties as the samples studied by Gill. Namely: • Protocol 1 chooses, for each "photon pair", only two entries from a corresponding line of the spreadsheet-one for Alice, and one for Bob. It is obvious from (3) that the first N pairs of entries are chosen from the same pair of columns since the settings are changed systematically, only for at t = N + 1, 2N + 1, 3N + 1, 4N + 1. In spite of the fact that pairs of settings are not chosen randomly, generated samples have the same properties as the samples in [84]. • Protocol 2 chooses, for each "photon pair", a complete line of the counterfactual spreadsheet. These lines form a sample drawn from some CFD-compliant joint probability distribution of four random variables. It is easy to see from [62,84] that in this case, |S| = 2 for any finite sample-thus, CHSH inequality is never violated. For Protocol 1, results of computer simulations before a post-selection are consistent with Gill's conjecture (54 samples out of 100 violate |S| ≤ 2). For Protocol 2, CHSH inequality is never violated, and it also confirms the result of simulations of Sasha Vongher [85]. Vongher demonstrated that if a fate of a "photon" is predetermined before the measurement, one may not, under the assumption of a fair sampling, violate the Bell and CHSH inequalities as significantly as it is predicted by QM [62,85]. All computer simulations confirm that LRHVM is not consistent with QM. In order to identify which pairs of computer outputs correspond to "photon pairs", the authors post-select their final data samples by comparing the differences between time delays with suitable time windows W. Two outcomes are identified as a photon pair, if |t∗2(t)− t∗1(t)| ≤ W. Correlations estimated using these post-selected setting-dependent samples agree remarkably well with the correlations predicted by QM. Moreover, the time-window dependence of these estimates reproduces such dependence observed in a real experiment [11]. 3. Computer Simulation Experiments Using Detection Thresholds In [29], the authors constructed a faithful model of the laboratory experiments of Giustina et al. [14] and Schalm et al. [15], performed to check Eberhard [86] and Clauser–Horn inequalities [22]. Entropy 2018, 20, 877 7 of 17 Clauser–Horne inequalities are derived using SHVM. In contrast with LRHVM, the outcomes are not predetermined by the variables describing the inputted "photon pair". In SHVM: P(x1, x2|a1, a2) = ∑ λ∈Λ P(λ1, λ2)P(x1|a1, λ2)P(x2|a2, λ2) (6) where (λ1, λ2) describes "photon pairs"; (a1, a2) are chosen settings; and P(x1|a1, λ1) and P(x2|a2, λ2) are probabilities describing stochastically independent measurements, performed in distant laboratories by Alice and Bob. If (λ1, λ2) are continuous variables, the sum in (6) is replaced by an integral. A more detailed discussion of SHVM may be found in [7,17,22]. In [29], the following (SHVM-compliant) algorithm is used: • For each k = 1, . . . , N, a uniform random generator generates two floating-point numbers 0 ≤ φ1,k ≤ 2π and φ2,k = φ1,k + π/2, which are inputted to the stations with settings (a1, a1') and (a2, a2'), respectively. The k-th event simulates the emission of a "photon pair" with maximally correlated, orthogonal polarizations for all the essential features of the laboratory experiments. • Upon receiving the input, an observation station generates two pseudo-random numbers (r, r) and computes: c = cos[2(a− φ)], s = sin[2(a− φ)] (7) and sets: x = sign(1 + c− 2 * r), v = r|s|d(Vmax−Vmin)−Vmax (8) where d is an adjustable parameter, and positive numbers Vmin and Vmax define the range of the voltage traces produced on the detectors by the incoming signals. Voltage signal v is identified as a "single photon" event if, and only if, −Vmax ≤ v ≤ V ≤ −V min, where V is a chosen detector threshold. The choice of the specific functional forms of x and ν in (7) and (8) is inspired by a similar model which employs time-coincidence to identify pairs and exactly reproduces the single particle averages and two-particle correlations of the singlet state, if the number of events becomes very large [75,79]. The Equation (7), for each value of φ and uniformly distributed values of r, generates a sequence of randomly distributed x, such that the empirical frequency distribution of x = 1 and x = −1 agrees with Malus' law: P(X = 1|a, φ) = cos2(a− φ) and P(X = −1|a, φ) = sin2(a− φ) (9) where X is a random variable taking values x. Voltage traces are only used to identify correlated "photon pairs", so we discuss, for the moment, the properties of generated samples of outcomes. Using the Equations (7) and (8), the authors perform two computer experiments following two different protocols. Now the outcomes x are not predetermined, and we call them Protocol 1 and Protocol 2. • Protocol 1 (implementable) is consistent with the experimental protocol used in SPCE because the outcomes, for any pair of settings, are generated each time for a different "photon pair". Namely, four pseudo-random time series of data for four different pairs of settings may be generated: (x1(t), x2(t)) = F1(φ1(t), φ2(t), r1(t), r2(t), a1(t), a2(t)) (10) where t = 1, . . . , 4N and (a1(t), a2(t)) = (a1, a2) for t = 1, . . . , N; (a1(t), a2(t)) = (a1, a'2) for t = N + 1, . . . , 2N; (a1(t), a2(t)) = ( a'1, a2) for t = 2N + 1, . . . , 3N; (a1(t), a2(t)) = (a'1, a'2) for t = 3N + 1, . . . , 4N. The fact that the settings are not randomly chosen has no impact on the properties of generated samples. Entropy 2018, 20, 877 8 of 17 • Protocol 2 (counterfactual) is impossible to realize in SPCE and QM, because it calculates and outputs, at each step, four pseudo-random values (simulating the outcomes of a simultaneous joint measurement of incompatible observables performed on each "photon pair"). The generated pseudo-random time series of outputs for the four simultaneous measurement settings may be defined as: (x1(t), x′1(t), x2(t), x′2(t)) = F2(φ1(t), φ2(t), r1(t), r2(t), r′1(t), r′2(t)a1, a′1, a2, a′2) (11) where t = 1, . . . , 4N. Samples produced using Protocol 1 are consistent with a specific SHVM model (6): P(x1, x2|a1, a2) = 2π∫ 0 dφ1 2π∫ 0 dφ2P(φ1, φ2)P(x1|a1, φ1)P(x2|a2, φ2) (12) where the probability density P(φ1, φ2) = δ(φ2 − φ1 − π/2)/(2π)2 and the probabilities P(x1|a1, φ1)P(x2|a2, φ2) are calculated using the Malus law (9). Using (9), we can easily find: E(X1) = E(X2) = 0 and E(X1X2) = 1 2 cos 2(a1 − a2) (13) where X1 and X2 are the random variables which take the values x1 = ±1 and x2 = ±1, respectively. Here, the single expectation values vanish, as predicted by QM. QM predicts for EPRB similar expectation values E(X1X2) = cos 2(a1 − a2). However, the expectation values E(X1X2), displayed in (13) contain a factor 12 , meaning that they do not violate CHSH inequality. The agreement with quantum predictions is obtained only after the "photon identification procedure", which selects, from the raw data, final data samples. In contrast with Protocol 1, any finite sample of quadruples (x1(t), x′1(t), x2(t), x′2(t)) generated using protocol 2 trivially obeys all Bell and CHSH inequalities, similarly to the computer simulations discussed in the preceding section. Again, the data may be displayed using a 4 × 4N counterfactual spreadsheet, and it does not matter that now its entries are not predetermined. This confirms that Bell-inequalities are only a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a joint probability distribution for three dichotomous random variables Xi taking the values xi = ±1, which can be measured pairwise, but not all simultaneously. As mentioned in the introduction, the similar inequalities were already derived by Georges Boole [87] and generalized by Vorob'ev [88]. This is why these inequalities are violated in successive spin polarization measurements [89], in some experiments in social sciences [90–92], and even in classical mechanics [59]. Claims that their violations imply mysterious quantum nonlocality or super-determinism are unfounded [63]. As we can see, the raw data of computer simulations are not consistent with some quantum predictions. To produce data samples consistent with QM, the authors have to apply a setting-dependent "photon-pair identification procedure", mimicking the procedures used in real experiments. In the next section, we discuss the influence of post-selection on the properties of the selected samples. 4. Setting–Dependent Post-Selection It is well-known that, in order to obtain reliable information about some statistical population, one has to study simple random samples drawn from this population. A random sample is simple if all trials are independent and identically distributed. In computer simulations compliant with LRHVM or with SHVM, simple pseudo-random samples can be generated. These samples are not consistent with quantum probabilistic predictions, and specific setting-dependent post selection of data items is needed. Similarly, raw data from real experiments Entropy 2018, 20, 877 9 of 17 may not be compared with theoretical predictions without applying "photon pair" identification procedures. These procedures contain free parameters, such as time windows, registration thresholds, and so forth. The properties of the post-selected samples vary significantly in the function of these parameters [11,26,30]. It is well-known that models which incorporate setting-dependent post selection and/or exploit so-called coincidence loopholes may produce results [23–25] which violate CHSH inequality (|S| ≤ 2). To illustrate the possible dramatic impact of post-selection, let us consider two perfect simple random samples, S1 = {x1, . . . , xn} and S2 = {y1, . . . ,yn}, where xi = ±1 and yi = ±1. Using a simple pairing of outcomes, we obtain a sample S3 = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)}, for which E(XY) = 0. • If we post-select data items, using a criterion "kept only if xi + yi = 2", we extract a completely correlated sub-sample of S3, for which E(XY) = 1. • If we post-select data items, using a criterion "kept only if xi + yi = 0", we extract a completely anti-correlated sub-sample of S3, for which E(XY) = −1. • If we randomly post-select data items from S3, we obtain an uncorrelated sub-sample for which (E(XY) = 0). In spite of the fact that the post-selection in SPCE is necessary and justified, we share the opinion that a loophole-free test of Bell-type inequalities may not be performed [28,51]. We demonstrated with Hans de Raedt [93] that sample inhomogeneity invalidates standard significance tests. Despite the fact that sample homogeneity could not be or was not tested carefully enough in Bell experiments [10–15], we do not doubt that Bell-type inequities have been violated in these experiments. In view of our discussion presented in the preceding sections, the violation of Bell-type inequalities is by no means surprising, and new tests are simply not needed. It is sometimes claimed that the setting-dependence of experimental samples may only be explained by some mysterious influences between distant experimental set-ups, super-determinism, or conspiracy of detectors whose efficiencies change in order to comply with QM. However, there is a much simpler explanation-the setting-dependence of experimental samples, in real experiments and in computer ones, reflects the active role played by measuring instruments. The measurement outcomes are not predetermined, and depend on the experimental settings. Quantum observables are contextual, and for each of the settings used in SPCE, the data may only be described by a specific setting-dependent probabilistic model. Probabilistic proofs of Bell-type inequalities suffer from the contextuality loophole because they try to describe various incompatible experiments using setting-independent hidden variables [66,67]. In the next section, we explain in more detail what we mean by the contextuality loophole. We also demonstrate how the setting-dependent photon identification procedures produce data samples consistent with specific probabilistic models which do not suffer from this loophole. 5. The Meaning of the Contextuality Loophole Contextuality has a different meaning for different authors [7,44,49,54,57,66,67,94–98]. For some authors, a theory is non-contextual if values of physical observables do not depend on a specific experimental protocol used to measure these observables. For example, a length of a table does not depend on how the length was measured. Similarly, QM does not say how the linear momentum of an electron and its energy are measured. The quantum state vector represents all equivalent preparation procedures, and a self-adjoint operator represents all equivalent measurement procedures of a corresponding physical observable [98]. Therefore, one can find statements in the literature that QM, along with classical physics, is a non-contextual theory [96]. Physical systems may have different properties. Some of them are attributive, which means that they do not change in their interaction with measuring instruments, and they do not depend on the environment in which they are measured. Attributive properties are, for example, the rest mass and the electric charge of an electron. Physical systems may be also described by contextual properties, Entropy 2018, 20, 877 10 of 17 which are only revealed in particular experimental and/or environmental contexts, such as color, weight, magnetization, spin projection, and so forth. An interesting contextual property is a probability (understood not as a subjective belief of a human agent). A probability is neither a property of a coin nor a property of a flipping device; it is only a property of a whole random experiment [7,21,42,49,57]. In quantum theory, as Bohr insisted, we deal with "the impossibility of any sharp distinction between the behavior of atomic objects and the interaction with the measuring instruments which serve to define the conditions under which the phenomena appear" [2]. In particular, QM gives probabilistic predictions on a statistical scatter of outcomes obtained in repeated "measurements" of some physical observable on "identically prepared physical systems". Since the probability is only a property of a random experiment performed in a particular experimental context, QM provides a contextual description of the physical reality. Similarly, Kolmogorov's probabilistic models provide a contextual description of random experiments. Namely, each random experiment (in which there is a statistical stabilization) is described by its Kolmogorov model defined on a dedicated probability space [7,42,52,63]. Probabilistic models, as well as QM, do not enter into details on how individual outcomes are obtained, but provide only predictions for the experiments as a whole. If the context of an experiment changes (for example, where we have two slits open instead of one), then the Kolmogorov and quantum probabilistic models change. This is why we say that QM is a contextual theory. Only rarely different random experiments may be described using marginal probabilities deduced from some joint probability distributions [7,48,52,63], and the joint probability distributions of incompatible quantum observables do not exist. Following Theo Nieuwenhuizen [66,67], we say that the proofs of Bell-type inequalities suffer from the fatal contextuality loophole. We also say that a probabilistic hidden variable model suffers from the contextuality loophole, if it uses the same probability space to describe different incompatible random experiments. To close the contextuality loophole, a model has to incorporate supplementary variables which describe measuring devices [65–67]. If setting-dependent parameters are correctly incorporated in a hidden-variable probabilistic model, then Bell-type inequalities may not be proven. If xa(t) = fa(λ1(t), λa(t), a) and xb(t) = fb(λ2(t), λb(t), b), where (λ1(t), λ2(t)) and (λa(t), λb(t)) describe an "EPR pair" and the "microstates" of measuring instruments in the setting (a, b), Gill's counterfactual spreadsheet does not exist and the only constraint we have is |S|≤ 4. The same constraint was derived by Andrei Khrennikov in his generalization of the Kolmogorov model for SPCE experiments [99,100]. A detailed discussion of a model which is able to reproduce any correlations in SPCE may be found in [63]. Therefore, any hidden-variable model wanting to reproduce quantum predictions must include explicit dependence on the settings. In [29,80,81], "photon identification procedures" allow for the generation of samples which may be described by contextual, setting-dependent probabilistic models, able to exactly reproduce quantum predictions even for idealized EPRB experiments. For example, equation 19 from [76], rewritten in an explicitly contextual form, is as follows: P(x1, x2|α1, β1, W) = 2π∫ 0 2π∫ 0 P(x1|α, ξ1)P(2|β, ξ2)P(ξ1, ξ2|α, β, W)dξ1dξ2 (14) where W is chosen time-window, (α1 = α, β1 = β) are chosen settings, and (ξ1, ξ2) are some local setting-dependent hidden variables. The probability distribution of (ξ1, ξ2) depends on (α, β, W). The setting dependence in these models is a result of locally causal data generation, and any speculations about a spooky action in the distance are unfounded Contextual probabilistic models of SPCE may also be defined in a more direct and intuitive way, such as in [62,63]. To describe the time-series of data in detail in various domains of science, we usually have to use stochastic processes. It is reasonable to ask whether quantum probabilities may explain all Entropy 2018, 20, 877 11 of 17 fine structures in experimental time-series [53,101–103]. Computer simulations, which enter into details on how individual data items are created, allow for the modelling of real experiments and for incorporating time delays and time-windows, which is impossible in QM. Successful computer simulations of several quantum experiments demonstrate how quantum probabilities might emerge from a more detailed description of quantum phenomena. Testing whether QM is predictably complete (able to explain all properties of experimental data) is necessary and it does not depend on the existence of such detailed description. This is the topic of the next section. 6. Computer Simulations and Predictable Completeness of QT Bohr claimed that any subquantum analysis of quantum phenomena is impossible, and that QM provides a complete description of individual physical systems [99]. Einstein believed that quantum probabilities were emergent and that a complete theory should give more details on how individual outcomes are created [104,105]. Bohmian mechanics, stochastic electrodynamics, hidden-variable models, and various computer simulations are attempts to realize this program in particular cases. Several quantum phenomena have been successfully simulated [74–81]. Event-by-event simulations of quantum experiments are trying to get more intuitive understandings of quantum phenomena. These simulations have no ambition of replacing QM. They generate time series of outcomes, similar to those created in real experiments, and study effects which QM is unable to address. Different simulation protocols, based on the same probabilistic model, provide more detailed information on how data are created and may produce significantly different finite samples [93]. In real experiments [11–15], one uses time-windows and time delays in order to identify correlated detection events. The main ingredient of the computer model, as discussed in section 2, is also time delays. The authors say that these time delays are due to the existence of dynamic many-body interactions of a photon with a measuring apparatus. In our opinion, the Equations (1) and (2) allow for us to imagine more detailed mechanisms on how data in the real experiment might have been created. Let us change slightly the assignment of the variables used in (1) and (2), and describe an "EPR-pair" by (φ, φ + π/2) and measuring devices by (a1, r1, T; a2, r2, T). Before entering a PBS, the "magnetic moments" of each pair are pointing in opposite directions. During the interaction with the PBSs, they are "aligned" along the directions a1 and a2, respectively, and are subsequently "sent" to corresponding detectors. It is plausible that the time needed for this alignment increases and decreases in the function of (a− φ). The model would have been closer to this physical intuition with parameters r drawn randomly from [1 − c, 1], where c is a small positive number. We see from (2) that if r is close to 0, the outputted time delay is negligible, no matter which setting is chosen. Of course, the dependence of time delays on (a − φ) in (2) was chosen to reproduce quantum predictions. The possibility of the existence and implications of time delays in Bell experiments were discussed in detail for the first time by Saverio Pascazio [24]. The dependence of time delays on the settings was searched but not found in an EPRB experiment with random-variable analyzers [106]. .In our opinion it would be interesting to search for such time delays in dedicated experiments. with linearly polarized beams of photons. If such time delays were discovered, it would give an additional argument in favor of the idea that QM is not predictably complete. In several papers, we advocated that in order to check the predictable completeness of QM, one has to search for unexpected regularities in the experimental time-series of data [53,101–103]. Some interesting regularities in time-series from Bell experiments have already been discovered by using nonlinear analyses of data [107,108]. 7. Conclusions In classical physics, statistical ensembles of physical systems may often be described by probabilistic models using joint probability distributions of several physical variables, even if we Entropy 2018, 20, 877 12 of 17 do not measure all of them at the same time. It is assumed that a measurement of any particular property does not change other properties which are not measured. LRHVM describes only a counter-factual random experiment in which, for each "photon-pair", all spin-projections are simultaneously measured by Alice and Bob in their available experimental settings. If outcomes are coded "±1", the recorded data form quadruples (±1, ±1, ±1, ±1) and pair-wise correlations estimated using these data may never violate Bell inequalities. Pair-wise correlations for different pairs of settings in Bell-experiments are estimated using the data coming from mutually exclusive random experiments, and they do not need to satisfy the constraints resulting from the existence of the counterfactual joint probability distribution. Apparently, theoretical arguments based on probability spaces and the properties of random variables have not been sufficiently convincing. The outcomes of computer simulations are perhaps easier to understand. Computer simulations allow for the generation of data sets for several counterfactual experiments, such as repeated measurements on the same "photon pair", joint or successive measurements performed on the same" photon-pair" in different settings, and so forth. Using counterfactual protocols, quadruples (±1,±1,±1,±1) are generated for each "photon-pair". These quadruples may be displayed in a 4 × 4N spreadsheet. If pair-wise correlations are estimated using this spreadsheet, Bell and CHSH inequalities are satisfied for any finite sample. It does not matter whether the outputs ±1 are predetermined [81] or generated randomly [29]; what does matter is that we use quadruples to estimate pair-wise correlations. Using the language of mathematical statistics, we say that quadruples form a finite sample drawn from a statistical population described by some joint probability distributions of four random variables. Joint probability distributions are only well-defined if we measure several random variables at the same time, such as the weight and height of a student, the numbers on two dice rolled together, and so forth [63]. If we want to study the correlations between outcomes of distant experiments, we must define how the outcomes are paired. The properties of the generalized joint probability distributions (GJPD) describing these paired outcomes depend on how the pairing was defined. A detailed discussion of GJPDs and of pairing protocols may be found, for example, in [7,90,91]. If, in computer simulations, only pairs of outcomes are outputted for each "photon pair", some finite samples may violate Bell-type inequalities, but not as significantly as in real experiments. Final data samples are created using "photon-pair identification" procedures, mimicking the procedures used in real experiments. Similarly, as in real experiments, post-selected samples depend strongly on time delays, time windows, and voltage thresholds. Each of these post-selected samples is consistent with some specific setting-dependent probabilistic models. For some specific values of adjustable parameters, such models reproduce exact quantum predictions for EPRB experiments. Computer simulations provide direct proof that Booleand Bell-type inequalities are a necessary and sufficient precondition for the existence of GJPD, from which the pair-wise correlations between random variables may be deduced. Such GJPD does not exist for the random variables measured in Bell tests. Moreover, using locally causal algorithms, they give a more detailed description of how individual data items might have been created in real experiments. Such a detailed description is out of the scope of QM and was believed to be impossible. Therefore, we cannot close the door on the Bohr-Einstein quantum debate [63,81], in spite of what was claimed by Aspect [109]. Bell-type inequalities have been violated in [11–15], but it does not matter whether there are spooky influences or not between distant experimental set-ups. It does not matter whether experimentalists have a "free will" to choose their setting or not. The only thing that matters is the impossibility to deduce correlations between distant clicks in SPCE for different pairs of settings, using the same counterfactual GJPD. A completely different argument in favor of locality and contextuality has recently been given by Kurt Jung [110]. He derived polarization correlations of "photon pairs" in triplet and singlet configurations, using the fact that circularly polarized wave packets associated with entangled "photon pairs" are phase-shifted at the source. "The linear polarization component of a circularly polarized Entropy 2018, 20, 877 13 of 17 photon is not defined before the measurement has taken place. Nonetheless, the polarization correlation of entangled photons measured at distant locations is well-defined and agrees with the predictions of quantum mechanics." The correlations between distant events in the natural and social sciences have recently been studied by means of integrable systems and nonlinear dynamical modelling. A lot of papers have been published in this new domain called AB science, in which such correlations are explained in a rational way. The discussion of AB science is out of the scope of this paper, and the references may be found in [111]. In EPRB, one is interested in the coincidences between the events in distant locations. It is interesting to mention that, perhaps due to the general relativity, the possibility of exact and absolute coincidence events might be an illusion [112]. Relativistic invariance is incorporated in quantum electrodynamics and in the Standard Model. As with any physical law, it might be violated in high-energy physics, and has to be tested [113,114]. Even if such a violation had been found, it would have not given arguments in favor of quantum nonlocality as it is understood in the context of Bell tests. We conclude that various theoretical arguments, reviewed in this paper and locally causal simulations of Bell experiments, allow for a "closing of the door" on quantum nonlocality. Funding: This research received no external funding. Acknowledgments: I would like to thank anonymous reviewers, who allowed improving the content and the presentation of this paper. I am also indebted to Andrei Khrennikov for his hospitality extended to me during several conferences on quantum foundations in Växjö. Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest. References 1. Peres, A. Unperformed experiments have no results. Am. J. Phys. 1978, 46, 745–747. [CrossRef] 2. Bohr, N. Essays 1958–1962 on Atomic Physics and Human Knowledge; Wiley: New York, NY, USA, 1963. 3. Furry, W.H. Note on the Quantum-Mechanical Theory of Measurement. Phys. Rev. 1936, 49, 393. [CrossRef] 4. Birkhoff, G.; von Neumann, J. The logic of quantum mechanics. Ann. Math. 1936, 37, 823–843. [CrossRef] 5. Mielnik, B. Theory of filters. Commun. Math. Phys. 1969, 15, 1–46. [CrossRef] 6. Kupczynski, M. Is Hilbert space language too rich. Int. J. Theor. Phys. 1973, 79, 319–343. 7. Kupczynski, M. Bell Inequalities, Experimental Protocols and Contextuality. Found. Phys. 2015, 45, 735–753. [CrossRef] 8. Einstein, A.; Podolsky, B.; Rosen, N. Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be Considered Complete. Phys. Rev. 1935, 47, 777. [CrossRef] 9. Bohm, D. Quantum Theory; Prentice-Hall: New York, NY, USA, 1951. 10. Aspect, A.; Grangier, P.; Roger, G. Experimental test of Bell's inequalities using time-varying analyzers. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1982, 49, 1804–1807. [CrossRef] 11. Weihs, G.; Jennewein, T.; Simon, C.; Weinfurther, H.; Zeilinger, A. Violation of Bell's inequality under strict Einstein locality conditions. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1998, 81, 5039–5043. [CrossRef] 12. Christensen, B.G.; McCusker, K.T.; Altepeter, J.B.; Calkins, B.; Lim, C.C.W.; Gisin, N.; Kwiat, P.G. Detection-loophole-free test of quantum nonlocality, and applications. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2013, 111, 130406. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 13. Hensen, B.; Bernien, H.; Dreau, A.E.; Reiserer, A.; Kalb, N.; Blok, M.S.; Ruitenberg, J.; Vermeulen, R.F.L.; Schouten, R.N.; Abellán, C.; et al. Loopholefree Bell inequality violation using electron spins separated by 1.3 kilometres. Nature 2015, 526, 682–686. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 14. Giustina, M.; Versteegh, M.A.M.; Wengerowsky, S.; Handsteiner, J.; Hochrainer, A.; Phelan, K.; Steinlechner, F.; Kofler, J.; Larsson, J.-Å.; Abellán, C.; et al. Significant-loophole-free test of Bell's theorem with entangled photons. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2015, 115, 250401. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 15. Shalm, L.K.; Meyer-Scott, E.; Christensen, B.G.; Bierhorst, P.; Wayne, M.A.; Stevens, M.J.; Gerrits, T.; Glancy, S.; Hamel, D.R.; Allman, M.S.; et al. Strong loophole-free test of local realism. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2015, 115, 250402. [CrossRef] [PubMed] Entropy 2018, 20, 877 14 of 17 16. Bell, J.S. On the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen paradox. Physics 1965, 1, 195–200. [CrossRef] 17. Bell, J.S. Speakable and Unspeakable in Quantum Mechanics; Cambridge UP: Cambridge, UK, 2004. 18. Fine, A. Hidden variables, joint probability and the Bell inequalities. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1982, 48, 291–295. [CrossRef] 19. Fine, A. Joint distributions, quantum correlations, and commuting observables. J. Math. Phys. 1982, 23, 1306–1310. [CrossRef] 20. Kupczynski, M. New Test of Completeness of Quantum Mechanics. Available online: https://inis.iaea.org/ collection/NCLCollectionStore/_Public/16/072/16072622.pdf?r=1&r=1 (accessed on 10 November 2018). 21. Kupczynski, M. Bertrand's paradox and Bell's inequalities. Phys. Lett. A 1987, 121, 205–207. [CrossRef] 22. Clauser, J.F.; Horn, M.A. Experimental consequences of objective local theories. Phys. Rev. D 1974, 10, 526–535. [CrossRef] 23. Pearle, P.M. Hidden-variable example based upon data rejection. Phys. Rev. D 1970, 2, 1418–1425. [CrossRef] 24. Pascazio, S. Time and Bell–type inequalities. Phys. Lett. A 1986, 118, 47–53. [CrossRef] 25. Larsson, J.-A.; Gill, R.D. Bell's inequality and the coincidence-time loophole. Europhys. Lett. 2004, 67, 707–713. [CrossRef] 26. Adenier, G.; Khrennikov, A.Y. Is the fair sampling assumption supported by EPR experiments? J. Phys. B At. Mol. Opt. Phys. 2007, 40, 131–141. [CrossRef] 27. Larsson, J.Å. Loopholes in Bell inequality tests of local realism. J. Phys. A Math. Theor. 2014, 47, 424003. [CrossRef] 28. Hess, K.; De Raedt, H.; Khrennikov, A. Special Issue: Ever New "Loopholes" in Bell's Argument and Experimental Tests. Open Phys. 2017, 15, 572–576. [CrossRef] 29. De Raedt, H.; Michielsen, K.; Hess, K. The photon identification loophole in EPRB experiments: Computer models with single-wing selection. Open Phys. 2017, 15, 713–733. [CrossRef] 30. Kupczynski, M. Is Einsteinian no-signalling violated in Bell tests? Open Phys. 2017, 15, 739–753. [CrossRef] 31. Accardi, L. Topics in quantum probability. Phys. Rep. 1981, 77, 169–192. [CrossRef] 32. Accardi, L. Some loopholes to save quantum nonlocality. AIP Conf. Proc. 2005, 750, 1–20. 33. Accardi, L.; Uchiyama, S. Universality of the EPR-chameleon model. AIP Conf. Proc. 2007, 962, 15–27. 34. Aerts, D. A possible explanation for the probabilities of quantum mechanics. J. Math. Phys. 1986, 27, 202–209. [CrossRef] 35. Hess, K.; Philipp, W. A possible loophole in the theorem of Bell. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 2001, 98, 14224–14227. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 36. Hess, K.; Philipp, W. A possible loophole in the Bell's theorem and the problem of decidability between the views of Einstein and Bohr. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 2001, 98, 14228–142233. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 37. Hess, K.; Philipp, W. Bell's theorem: Critique of proofs with and without inequalities. AIP Conf. Proc. 2005, 750, 150–157. 38. Hess, K.; Michielsen, K.; De Raedt, H. Possible Experience: From Boole to Bell. Europhys. Lett. 2009, 87, 60007. [CrossRef] 39. Hess, K.; De Raedt, H.; Michielsen, K. Hidden assumptions in the derivation of the theorem of Bell. Phys. Scr. 2012, 2012, 014002. [CrossRef] 40. Hess, K. Einstein Was Right! Pan: Stanford, CA, USA, 2014. 41. Hess, K. Bell's Theorem and Instantaneous Influences at a Distance. J. Modern Phys. 2018, 9, 1573–1590. [CrossRef] 42. Khrennikov, A. Interpretation of Probability; VSP: Utrecht, The Netherlands, 1999. 43. Khrennikov, A.Y.; Volovich, I.V. Quantum non-locality, EPR model and Bell's theorem. In Proceedings of the 3rd International Sakharov Conference on Physics, Moscow, Russia, 24–29 June 2002; Semikhatov, A., Ed.; World Scientific: Singapore, 2003; pp. 260–267. 44. Khrennikov, A. The principle of supplementarity: Contextual probabilistic viewpoint to complementarity, the interference of probabilities, and the incompatibility of variables in quantum mechanics. Found. Phys. 2005, 35, 1655–1693. [CrossRef] 45. Khrennikov, A.Y. Bell's inequality: Nonlocality, "death of reality", or incompatibility of random variables. AIP Conf. Proc. 2007, 962, 121–131. 46. Khrennikov, A.Y. Bell-Boole Inequality: Nonlocality or Probabilistic Incompatibility of Random Variables? Entropy 2008, 10, 19–32. [CrossRef] Entropy 2018, 20, 877 15 of 17 47. Khrennikov, A.Y. Violation of Bell's inequality and nonKolmogorovness. AIP Conf. Proc. 2009, 1101, 86–99. 48. Khrennikov, A.Y. Bell's inequality: Physics meets probability. Inf. Sci. 2009, 179, 492–504. [CrossRef] 49. Khrennikov, A. Contextual Approach to Quantum Formalism; Springer: Dordrecht, The Netherlands, 2009. 50. Khrennikov, A. Ubiquitous Quantum Structure; Springer: Berlin, Germany, 2010. 51. Khrennikov, A.Y. After Bell. Fortschr. Phys. 2017, 65, 1600044. [CrossRef] 52. Khrennikov, A. Probability and Randomness: Quantum Versus Classical; Imperial College Press: London, UK, 2016. 53. Kupczynski, M. On some new tests of completeness of quantum mechanics. Phys. Lett. A 1986, 116, 417–419. [CrossRef] 54. Kupczynski, M. Pitovsky model and complementarity. Phys. Lett. A 1987, 121, 51–53. [CrossRef] 55. Kupczynski, M. On the completeness of quantum mechanics. arXiv, 2002; arXiv:quant-ph/028061. 56. Kupczynski, M. Entanglement and Bell inequalities. J. Russ. Laser Res. 2005, 26, 514–523. [CrossRef] 57. Kupczynski, M. Seventy years of the EPR paradox. AIP Conf. Proc. 2006, 861, 516–523. 58. Kupczynski, M. EPR paradox, locality and completeness of quantum mechanics. AIP Conf. Proc. 2007, 962, 274–285. 59. Kupczynski, M. Entanglement and quantum nonlocality demystified. AIP Conf. Proc. 2012, 1508, 253–264. 60. Kupczynski, M. On operational approach to entanglement and how to certify it. Int. J. Quantum Inf. 2016, 14, 1640003. [CrossRef] 61. Kupczynski, M. Causality and local determinism versus quantum nonlocality. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 2014, 504, 012015. [CrossRef] 62. Kupczynski, M. EPR Paradox, Quantum Nonlocality and Physical Reality. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 2016, 701, 012021. [CrossRef] 63. Kupczynski, M. Can we close the Bohr–Einstein quantum debate? Philos. Trans. R. Soc. A 2017, 375, 20160392. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 64. De Muynck, V.M.; De Baere, W.; Martens, H. Interpretations of quantum mechanics, joint measurement of incompatible observables and counterfactual definiteness. Found. Phys. 1994, 24, 1589–1664. [CrossRef] 65. Nieuwenhuizen, T.M. Where Bell went wrong. AIP Conf. Proc. 2009, 1101, 127–133. 66. Nieuwenhuizen, T.M. Is the contextuality loophole fatal for the derivation of Bell inequalities. Found. Phys. 2011, 41, 580–591. [CrossRef] 67. Nieuwenhuizen, T.M.; Kupczynski, M. The contextuality loophole is fatal for derivation of Bell inequalities: Reply to a Comment by I. Schmelzer. Found. Phys. 2017, 47, 316–319. [CrossRef] 68. De la Peńa, L.; Cetto, A.M.; Brody, T.A. On hidden variable theories and Bell's inequality. Lett. Nuovo Cimento 1972, 5, 177–181. [CrossRef] 69. Pitovsky, I. Deterministic model of spin statistics. Phys. Rev. D 1983, 27, 2316–2326. [CrossRef] 70. Pitovsky, I. George Boole's conditions of possible experience and the quantum puzzle. Br. J. Philos. Sci. 1994, 45, 95–125. [CrossRef] 71. De Raedt, H.; Hess, K.; Michielsen, K. Extended Boole-Bell inequalities applicable to Quantum Theory. J. Comput. Theor. Nanosci. 2011, 8, 1011–1039. [CrossRef] 72. Valdenebro, A. Assumptions underlying Bell's inequalities. Eur. J. Phys. 2002, 23, 569–577. [CrossRef] 73. Żukowski, M.; Brukner, Č. Quantum non-locality-It ain't necessarily so. J. Phys. A Math. Theor. 2014, 47, 424009. [CrossRef] 74. De Raedt, H.; De Raedt, K.; Michielsen, K.; Keimpema, K.; Miyashita, S. Event-based computer simulation model of Aspect-type experiments strictly satisfying Einstein's locality conditions. J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 2007, 76, 104005. [CrossRef] 75. De Raedt, H.; De Raedt, K.; Michielsen, K.; Keimpema, K.; Miyashita, S. Event-by-event simulation of quantum phenomena: Application to Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm experiments. J. Comput. Theor. Nanosci. 2007, 4, 957–991. [CrossRef] 76. Zhao, S.; De Raedt, H.; Michielsen, K. Event-by-event simulation model of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm experiments. Found. Phys. 2008, 38, 322–347. [CrossRef] 77. De Raedt, H.; Michielsen, K.; Jin, F. Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm laboratory experiments: Data analysis and simulation. AIP Conf. Proc. 2012, 1424, 55–66. 78. De Raedt, H.; Jin, F.; Michielsen, K. Data analysis of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen-Bohm laboratory experiments. Proc. SPIE 2013, 8832, 88321N1. Entropy 2018, 20, 877 16 of 17 79. Michielsen, K.; De Raedt, H. Event-based simulation of quantum physics experiments. Int. J. Mod. Phys. C 2014, 25, 1430003. [CrossRef] 80. De Raedt, H.; Michielsen, K.; Hess, K. The digital computer as a metaphor for the perfect laboratory experiment: Loophole-free Bell experiments. Comp. Phys. Comm. 2016, 209, 42–47. [CrossRef] 81. De Raedt, H.; Michielsen, K.; Hess, K. Irrelevance of Bell's Theorem for experiments involving correlations in space and time: A specific loophole-free computer-example. Comput. Phys. Commun. 2016, 209, 42–47. [CrossRef] 82. Clauser, J.F.; Horn, M.A.; Shimony, A.; Holt, R.A. Proposed experiment to test local hidden-variable theories. Phys. Rev. Lett. 1969, 23, 880–884. [CrossRef] 83. Clauser, J.F.; Shimony, A. Bell's theorem: Experimental tests and implications. Rep. Prog. Phys. 1978, 41, 1881–1927. [CrossRef] 84. Gill, R.D. Statistics, Causality and Bell's Theorem. Stat. Sci. 2014, 29, 512–528. [CrossRef] 85. Vongehr, S. Exploring inequality violations by classical hidden variables numerically. Ann. Phys. 2014, 339, 81–88. [CrossRef] 86. Eberhard, P.H. Background level and counter e_ciencies required for a loophole-free Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen experiment. Phys. Rev. A 1993, 47, R747–R750. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 87. Boole, G. On the theory of probabilities. Philos. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. 1862, 152, 225–252. [CrossRef] 88. Vorob'ev, N.N. Consistent families of measures and their extensions. Theory Probab. Appl. 1962, 7, 147–162. [CrossRef] 89. Wigner, E.P. On Hidden Variables and Quantum Mechanical Probabilities. Am. J. Phys. 1970, 38, 1005–1009. [CrossRef] 90. Dzhafarov, E.N.; Kujala, J.V. Selectivity in probabilistic causality: Where psychology runs into quantum physics. J. Math. Psychol. 2012, 56, 54–63. [CrossRef] 91. Dzhafarov, E.N.; Kujala, J.V. No-Forcing and No-Matching theorems for classical probability applied to quantum mechanics. Found. Phys. 2014, 44, 248–265. [CrossRef] 92. Aerts, D.; Sozzo, S.; Veloz, T. New fundamental evidence of non-classical structure in the combination of natural concepts. Philos. Trans. R. Soc. A 2015, 374, 20150095. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 93. Kupczynski, M.; De Raedt, H. Breakdown of statistical inference from some random experiments. Comput. Phys. Commun. 2016, 200, 168–175. [CrossRef] 94. Kochen, S.; Specker, E.P. The problem of hidden variables in quantum mechanics. J. Math. Mech. 1967, 17, 59–87. [CrossRef] 95. Redhead, M. Incompleteness, Nonlocality, and Realism; Clarendon: Oxford, UK, 1987. 96. Home, D. Conceptual Foundations of Quantum Physics; Plenum Press: New York, NY, USA, 1997. 97. Mermin, N.D. Hidden variables and the two theorems of John Bell. Rev. Mod. Phys. 1993, 65, 803–815. [CrossRef] 98. Liang, Y.-C.; Spekkens, R.W.; Wiseman, H.M. Specker's parable of the overprotective seer: A road to contextuality, nonlocality and complementarity. Phys. Rep. 2011, 506, 1–39. [CrossRef] 99. Khrennikov, A.Y. Classical probability model for Bell inequality. J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 2014, 504, 012019. [CrossRef] 100. Khrennikov, A.Y. CHSH inequality: Quantum probabilities as classical conditional probabilities. Found. Phys. 2015, 45, 711–725. [CrossRef] 101. Kupczynski, M. Is quantum theory predictably complete? Phys. Scr. 2009, 2009, 014005. [CrossRef] 102. Kupczynski, M. Time series, stochastic processes and completeness of quantum theory. AIP. Conf. Proc. 2011, 1327, 394–400. 103. Kupczynski, M. Quantum mechanics and modelling of physical reality. Phys. Scr. 2018, 93, 123001. [CrossRef] 104. Einstein, A. Physics and reality. J. Frankl. Inst. 1936, 221, 349–382. [CrossRef] 105. Schilpp, P.A. (Ed.) Albert Einstein: Philosopher–Scientist: The Library of Living Philosophers Volume VII; Open Court: La Salle, IL, USA, 1949. 106. Agüero, M.B.; Hnilo, A.A.; Kovalsky, M.G.; Larotonda, M.A. Time stamping in EPRB experiments: Application on the test of non-ergodic theories. Eur. Phys. J. D 2009, 55, 705. [CrossRef] 107. Hnilo, A.A.; Kovalsky, M.G.; Santiago, G. Low dimension dynamics in EPRB experiment with random variable analyzers. Found. Phys. 2007, 37, 80–102. [CrossRef] Entropy 2018, 20, 877 17 of 17 108. Kovalsky, M.; Hnilo, A.; Agüero, M.B. Kolmogorov complexity of sequences of random numbers generated in Bell's experiments. arXiv, 2018; arXiv:1805.07161. 109. Aspect, A. Viewpoint: Closing the Door on Einstein and Bohr's Quantum Debate. Physics 2016, 8, 123. [CrossRef] 110. Jung, K. Violation of Bell's inequality: Must the Einstein locality really be abandoned? J. Phys. Conf. Ser. 2017, 880, 012065. [CrossRef] 111. Lou, S.Y.; Huang, F. Alice-Bob physics: Coherent solutions of nonlocal KdV systems. Sci. Rep. 2017, 7, 869. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 112. Amelino-Camelia, G.; Matassa, M.; Mercati, F.; Rosati, G. Taming nonlocality in theories with Planck-scale deformed Lorentz symmetry. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2011, 106, 071301. [CrossRef] [PubMed] 113. Coleman, S.; Glashow, S.L. High-Energy Tests of Lorentz Invariance. Phys. Rev. D 1999, 59, 116008. [CrossRef] 114. Bi, X.-J.; Yin, P.-F.; Yu, Z.-H.; Yuan, Q. Constraints and tests of the OPERA superluminal neutrinos. Phys. Rev. Lett. 2011, 107, 241802. [CrossRef] [PubMed] © 2018 by the author. Licensee MDPI, Basel, Switzerland. This article is an open access article distributed under the terms and conditions of the Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).